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BE IN THE KNOW WITH THIS ISSUE!
Omicron disruption
Changes to the fit note
Statutory rate increases are due
Essential disability guidance for companies
Are you struggling with recruitment and retention?

Omicron Disruption
With the vaccine programme going so well,
there was a sense that the end might be in
sight. And then Omicron arrived. Where
possible employees should now be working
from home but that won’t be the case for
everyone. Don’t forget the importance of
revisiting your risk assessments if you haven’t
already done so to make sure they remain fit
for purpose and address the need to provide a
covid-safe workplace. You might also want to
clarify your policy in relation to giving
employees time off for booster jabs.

Many companies have decided against going
ahead with Christmas parties but if yours is
still happening, remind staff about the need to
be sensible. Unfortunately, the consumption
of alcohol does tend to make people lower
their guard so it would be worth stressing the
need to comply with all applicable covid
guidance.

Are you struggling with
recruitment and retention?
You might have seen the headlines about the
fact that job postings have been hitting record
levels over the past few months. Which makes
both recruiting good quality staff and holding
onto your own employees increasingly
challenging. Last month we took a look at
what employers can do to try to deal with the
problems this situation is creating.
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Statutory Rate Increases
With everything else that’s going on at the moment you might not
be aware, the increases to statutory rates were announced at the
end of last month.

Temporary Changes
to the Fit Note
On 17th December 2021, the Government
announced a temporary change to the fit
note.

Applying from 3rd April 2022:
The first six weeks of Statutory Maternity Pay and Statutory
Adoption Pay remain at 90% of the employee’s average
weekly earnings (AWE). The statutory weekly rate for all
weeks after this will be £156.66 or 90% of AWE, whichever is
lower.

Currently, a fit note is required after 7 days
of sickness absence, however, from 10th
December 2021 until 27th January 2022,
this will change to a period of 28 days.

Statutory Paternity Pay, Statutory Shared Parental Pay and
Statutory Parental Bereavement Pay are also set at the
weekly rate of £156.66 or 90% of AWE, whichever is lower.

This may result in a higher number of
sickness absences in your business for a
while especially with the Christmas break –
please ensure you plan ahead.

Applying from 6th April 2022:
The weekly rate for Statutory Sick Pay will be £99.35

Essential Disability Guidance for Companies
At the end of November the Business Disability Forum launched its “Disability Essentials” resources.
These free resources offer employers useful guidance on good management practice in a range of
areas including advice and information around the law on disabilities, managing workplace
adjustments, disabled customers and accessibility, and attracting and recruiting disabled talent.
Follow this link if you’d like to know more.

Finally, it just remains for us to wish you a very happy
and I sincerely hope healthy – Christmas and New Year

Quick Links to Previous Blogs
Are employees entitled to the Queen's Jubilee bank holiday next year?
Is employee retention an issue in your business?
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